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Abstract
We demonstrate a novel multijunction architecture, the heterojunction bipolar transistor solar cell
(HBTSC), which exhibits the performance of a double-junction solar cell in a more compact npn (or pnp)
semiconductor structure. The HBTSC concept has the advantages of being a three-terminal device, such
as low spectral sensitivity and high tolerance to non-optimal band gap energies, while it reduces the
fabrication and operation complexity with respect to other multi-terminal devices because, for example, it
can produce independent power extraction from the two junctions without the need for extra layers for
their isolation or inter-connection. The top and bottom junctions in our proof-of-concept HBTSC prototype,
which is made of epitaxial GaInP/GaAs, exhibit independent current-voltage characteristics under
AM1.5G illumination, with respective open-circuit voltages of 1.33 and 0.95 V. The voltage difference
between the two junctions is notable considering that they share a thin (< 600 nm) GaInP layer which
contributes to the photogeneration of both junctions. This can be explained by a gradient in the minority
carrier quasi-Fermi level within the base layer, which is compatible with a high �ll factor. We also offer a
technological solution for contacting the intermediate layer and study the effect of series resistance on
the device performance. The HBTSC opens a new perspective in the understanding of multi-junction
devices and it is an excellent candidate for the application of low-cost fabrication techniques, and for the
implementation of III-V on silicon tandems with parallel/series interconnection for high energy yield.

Main Text
The detailed balance (DB) e�ciency limit of an ideal single-gap solar cell is determined solely by the
band-gap energy (EG) of the absorbing material because, when all loss mechanisms have been
minimized, the EG value determines the photocurrent and also sets an upper bound to the open-circuit

voltage (VOC).1 To move towards a higher DB e�ciency limit, the combination of semiconductors with
different EG would appear as the most straightforward strategy. However, it is known that using a single-
junction formed by two semiconductor regions, one with high band-gap energy (EG,H) and the other with

low band-gap energy (EG,L), does not increase the absolute DB e�ciency limit over the single-gap case.2,3

For this reason, it has been assumed that the minimal building-blocks for the construction of a multi-gap
device are complete single-gap solar cell structures, which may consist of a pn-junction (e.g. III-V
materials), or an electron-transport-layer/absorber/hole-transport-layer structure (e.g. perovskites). In
either case, to fabricate a multi-junction solar cell (MJSC) such building-blocks are stacked, or deposited,
one on top of another.4 Focusing on the �rst approach, Figure 1a illustrates the wide-spread example of a
double-junction solar cell (2JSC) in which two pn-junctions are series-connected by a transparent tunnel
diode producing a two-terminal (2T) device.5,6 For optimum performance, each sub-cell typically includes
passivating layers at their top and rear surfaces (not shown in the �gure) because beyond those surfaces
there is no ambipolar transport. A three-terminal (3T) version of the classical 2JSC is depicted in Figure
1b, also comprising two complete pn-junctions, typically with their corresponding passivating layers, and
a contacting layer for the middle terminal.7–9
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In this work, we demonstrate a new, more compact device concept for the integration of two materials of
different EG into one high-e�ciency solar cell. This concept, illustrated in Figure 1c, consists of an npn (or
pnp) structure and, due to the similarity to a transistor, is called heterojunction bipolar transistor solar cell
(HBTSC).10 It is a 3T device in which the top semiconductor region, the emitter (E), has a high band-gap
energy EG,H and the bottom region, the collector (C), has a low band-gap energy EG,L. The middle, base (B)

region, can have an EG value greater or equal to EG,H.11 All three regions (or layers, in the case of an
epitaxial or spin-coated device) can absorb light and have ambipolar carrier transport, i.e. all three sustain
a quasi-Fermi level (QFL) split. The HBTSC only requires passivation on the top emitter surface and the
rear collector surface. Thus, this structure is the most compact 2JSC architecture possible and
constitutes a new building-block for multi-junction solar cells.

Traditionally, the current-constrained 2T-MJSC has drawn more attention than multi-terminal approaches.
The current-matched architecture holds the absolute record of photoconversion e�ciency, with 47.1%
achieved by a six-junction solar cell made of epitaxially-grown III-V materials (measured under
concentration of 143 suns; the one-sun record is 39.2%).12 It has also been applied to 2JSCs introducing
emerging technologies, such as the perovskite/silicon tandem,13,14 or the wafer-bonding of a III-V and a
silicon device.15 In spite of the high e�ciencies demonstrated and the obvious advantages for device
interconnection, the current-matched MJSC technology has not been deployed yet in terrestrial
applications on a commercial scale because of high cost and low versatility. In this context, the
introduction of multiple terminals is attracting a growing interest because it enables technologies with
reduced spectral sensitivity and, hence, an increased energy yield,16–20 and it provides more �exibility in
the choice of semiconductor materials.21 The latter results from a higher tolerance of 3T and 4T
architectures against non-optimal EG values, which facilitates the consideration of economic criteria in
the design of MJSC devices. But the positive effect that these factors may have in the �nal price of
electricity can be jeopardized by an increase in fabrication costs, since most 3T and 4T practical devices
reported still involve a structural complexity comparable to current-matched 2T devices8,22–25 (see
Figures 1a and b) to which it is added the extra technological complexity introduced by the additional
terminals. The HBTSC concept demonstrated here is material-agnostic and its structural simplicity opens
the path to new, low-cost fabrication strategies that can compensate the cost of intricate device
processing. For example, while traditional 2T devices require highly-doped, transparent tunnel junctions
and traditional 3T devices require highly-doped, transparent contact layers in the middle of the structure,
the HBTSC requires neither (see Figure 1c). This, combined with the fact that quaternary or metamorphic
layers are also not necessary (because of the �exibility in EG choice inherent to 3T devices), makes the
HBTSC an excellent candidate for the use of emerging materials or for the application of low-cost
epitaxial techniques, such as high-throughput epitaxy 26,27 and the sequential growth of many device
structures on a single substrate.28 Different designs of HBTSCs including emerging low-cost materials,
such as metal-halide perovskites or nanowires, have already been proposed.29–31 Some strategies for the
integration of HBTSCs into modules are discussed at the end of the paper.
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Because in the HBTSC the two junctions share the base region, it can be anticipated that the main
challenge of this 3T device is to have fully independent power production from both junctions, to enable a
straightforward operation, and in particular, to deliver a higher photovoltage at the top (E-B) junction than
at the bottom (B-C) junction. The feasibility of the HBTSC concept has been discussed theoretically, and
in particular it has been shown that its operation is consistent with the DB model and that the HBTSC,
when correctly designed, has the same e�ciency limit as a conventional 2JSC with independent
junctions.10 Here, we demonstrate experimentally for the �rst time HBTSC operation with an epitaxial
GaInP/GaAs prototype that exhibits fully independent power extraction from the two junctions.

HBTSC prototype description. The layer structure of our GaInP/GaAs HBTSC prototype is depicted in
Figure 1d. It has been grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on an n-doped GaAs
substrate. The design of the base layer is key for the operation of the HBTSC.11,32 In this case the base is
565 nm thick and has a concentration of p-dopant atoms (Zn) of 6×1018 cm‐3, notably higher than the n-
dopant concentration in the emitter and collector (4×1017 and 5×1017 cm‐3; all values determined from
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements). Further details are given in the Methods
section and the Supplementary Information (SI, section S1). Devices like the one shown in Figure 1d were
fabricated using mask-less photolithography, wet etching and metal evaporation; the metallization of the
middle contact will be discussed towards the end. In this proof-of-concept device, the base layer is
accessed from the top by etching portions of the emitter. Due to the irregular etching of GaInP and the
possibility of underetching,33 large areas are etched around the base contacts (the two horizontal metal
pads in Figure 1e). This can be avoided in future prototypes by inverting the growth and contacting the
base from below with interdigitated base and collector contacts.34 Following the recently proposed
taxonomy for three-terminal tandem solar cells,35 this cell is denoted GaInP/r/GaAs(p/n). The cell has a
MgF2/ZnS anti-re�ection coating (ARC) deposited by e-beam evaporation.

Figure 2a shows the current density - voltage (J-V) curves of the two junctions of the HBTSC prototype
under illumination with a simulated AM1.5G spectrum, measured with the base contact grounded. All
parameters extracted from the J-V curves are compiled in Table 1, together with the parameters extracted
from the �tting of the dark J-V curves to a two-exponential model (shown in the SI, Section S7). To
discuss the photocurrent densities and conversion e�ciencies, the particular geometry of this device
must be taken into account. We will introduce that discussion later and will �rst focus on the
interpretation of the J-V curves as proof-of-concept experiment for the HBTSC concept.

Proof of concept of the HBTSC. In Figure 2a, the VOC of the top junction (VOC
top) is 380 mV greater than

the VOC of the bottom junction (VOC
bot). This difference is comparable to the one found between single-

junction devices made of GaInP (EG,H = 1.84 eV) and GaAs (EG,L = 1.42 eV),22,36–38 even though in our
case the two junctions share a 565-nm-thick semiconductor layer. Also, the J-V curve of either junction is
not affected by the working point of the other junction. Cross-talk between sub-cells has been found in
other types of three-terminal solar cells, such as interdigitated back contact cells.17,23,39 Here, conversely,
the J-V curves measured while the other junction was in open circuit (OC, dotted lines) are almost
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indistinguishable from the curves (solid lines) measured when the other junction was biased at a voltage
between maximum power point (MPP) and short-circuit (SC). The small difference in short-circuit current
density (JSC) between the two curves of the bottom junction in Figure 2a can be explained by the
presence of luminescent coupling, which is frequently observed in conventional MJSCs made of high-
quality III-V semiconductors when the top junctions are biased close to their VOC.40–42 Further
characterization of this effect can be found in the SI, Section S6.

The lack of cross-talk between junctions observed in our HBTSC prototype is relevant not only because it
facilitates the operation of this 3T device – for example, by ensuring straightforward MMP tracking – but
also because it rules out two important mechanisms of power loss. A possible origin of cross-talk can be
signi�cant carrier injection from the emitter into the base, analogous to what is observed in
heterojunction bipolar transistors, which can be caused, in the HBTSC case, by a non-optimal design of
the base layer.10,11 A signi�cant injection of carriers (electrons in the case of our npn structure) from the
emitter into the base would imply that the current density  associated with the bent minority carrier QFL is
not negligible, and consequently, neither is the power loss. A second possible origin for cross-talk between
junctions is a high resistance that opposes the �ow of current through the base,32 which would involve a
gradient of the majority carrier QFL, with similar consequences on the power production of the HBTSC
(this gradient would take place along a lateral dimension not represented in Figure 2c). This second
possibility is discussed in more detail towards the end of the paper.The difference between the VOCs of
the top and bottom junctions in Figure 2a can be understood with the help of the ideal band diagrams
depicted in Figure 2b (HBTSC in equilibrium) and 2c (HBTSC under illumination and forward voltage bias
on both junctions). In Figure 2c it is apparent that the quasi-Fermi level (QFL) split (EF,e - EF,h), and thus the
output voltage, can be larger in the top junction than in the bottom junction owing to a bending of the
minority carrier QFL (EF,e) across the base region. If the bending took place in the majority carrier QFL
(EF,h), the E and C terminals would be at the same voltage, i.e., the output voltages of the two junctions
would be equal (see SI, Section S2), in disagreement with our experimental �ndings. Having determined
that the bending takes place in the minority QFL is important because a QFL gradient is related to an
increase in the entropy generation rate of the device. Under constant temperature, the additional entropy
generation term is proportional to  , where  and  are the current density and QFL associated to carrier i
(electrons or holes).43 This entropy generation term is probably easier to understand through its
associated power loss, a resistive loss term of the form J ∙ ΔV. In a device where a high voltage was
achieved at the expense of bending the majority carrier QFL, this power loss would be substantial -
because of the large associated current density - and a degradation of the �ll factor (FF) would be
unavoidable. This is the case in a single-junction solar cell consisting of a heterojunction formed by two
semiconductors with band-gap energies EG,H and EG,L, which is the ultimate reason why the e�ciency

limit of heterojunction solar cells does not exceed the absolute e�ciency limit of single-gap solar cells.3
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The difference in VOCs between top and bottom junction in our HBTSC prototype, which indicates that the
minority carriers are supporting the QFL gradient, and the negligible cross-talk between junctions, which
rules out carrier injection, imply that in the base of our devices the current density associated to the bent
QFL,  , is very small and, accordingly, the associated power loss term can approach zero. Thus, the
achievement of a large VOC

top is compatible with a high FF.10,44 The absence of a power loss related to
the QFL bending in our HBTSC prototype is possible by virtue of the extra terminal and the three-layer
structure, and also because the particular layer design of this device minimizes the equilibrium minority
carrier density in the base region to avoid carrier injection, which can be realized by implementing a larger
EG and/or a higher doping level in the base layer than in the emitter.11 In our prototype, it is achieved
through the latter. The high doping concentration in the base also reduces the lateral series resistance in
this layer, minimizing the other possible source of power loss mentioned before.

 

 

Device performance of the HBTSC prototype. Now we will analyze the J-V curves in Figure 2a and the
data in Table 1 from the point of view of device performance. Estimating the total e�ciency of this
HBTSC prototype is complicated by the di�culties in accurately de�ning the cell areas. First, no effort
was made here to minimize the metal contact pad areas, which therefore introduces shadow losses that
would not be present in a more optimized design. Second, the larger area of the bottom cell means that
some fraction of the bottom cell is directly illuminated by light that is un�ltered by the top cell, as is
described in Steiner et al.8 This effect likely has a more limited impact on our device than in Steiner et al.8

because the region where the bottom junction is exposed has a relatively low external quantum e�ciency
(EQE) in the short-wavelength range due to strong surface recombination. Nevertheless, the un�ltered
area would tend to increase the current collection in the bottom junction by as much as 13%. Using the
illuminated area of each cell, we estimate an upper limit on the e�ciency of this proof-of-concept device
to be (27.8 ± 2.9)%, with 15.9% produced at the top junction and 11.9% produced at the bottom junction.
More discussion can be found in the SI, Section S3. We have shown elsewhere 34 that HBTSC devices can
be fabricated using an inverted epitaxial structure, which makes it possible to deposit the metal �ngers of
the base contact underneath the metal �ngers of the emitter contact and to avoid un�ltered areas of the
bottom junction. Therefore, in optimized HBTSC devices the shadowing factor is expected to be similar to
that of conventional MJSCs and the e�ciency to be a more straightforward determination.

The absolute values of VOCs and FFs observed in our HBTSC prototype, particularly in the bottom
junction, are slightly lower than the values reported for current e�ciency-record single-junction GaInP and
GaAs devices.37,39 However, this small degradation cannot be attributed to any effect related to the
HBTSC structure because each of these values is independent of the working point of the junction that is
not being measured. The VOC and FF values are explained by slightly high dark saturation currents, J02,
associated to the exponential with ideality factor n ~ 2 in both junctions (see Table 1). As we will see
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later, the origin is the additional recombination introduced mostly by the non-optimized implementation
of the base contact in this proof-of-concept devices, which affects especially the bottom junction, and
which can be eliminated through technological development in future devices.

Table 1. Parameters of the HBTSC prototype under AM1.5G illumination, extracted from Figure 2a,
and in the dark, extracted from the �tting of the dark curves to a two-exponential model including
resistive components (series resistance, Rs, and parallel resistance, Rp). The dark curves are shown in
the SI, Section S7.

 

Parameter Bottom junction Top junction

Illuminated area [mm²] 1.57 1.02

VOC [V] 0.95 1.33

JSC [mA cm-2] 16.0 14.2

PMPP [mW cm-2] 11.9 15.9

FF [%] 78.0 84.3

η [%] 11.9 ± 1.3 15.9 ± 1.5

Dark area [mm²] 1.93 1.16

J01 [A cm-2] < 10-20 ≤1.5 10-25

J02 [A cm-2] 3.5 10-10 1.5 10-12

n 2.2 2.4

Rs (dark) [Ω cm²] < 0.2 0.8

Rp [Ω cm²] > 1 109 > 3 108

 

 

Figure 2d shows the external quantum e�ciency (EQE) of the HBTSC prototype. This curve corresponds
to the region of the device where the layer structure is complete (the contribution of the region where there
is no emitter has been eliminated by comparing two devices with different geometries, see SI Section S4).
The EQE is comparable to the ones reported for classical GaInP/GaAs 2JSCs 45 and it does not change if
the voltage of the junction that is not being measured varies between SC and OC. An interesting question
about the operation of this device is whether the absorption in the base layer can contribute to the
extracted photocurrent. To answer it, in Figure 2e we show the �tting of the experimental EQE to a
theoretical model. To eliminate unnecessary variables, we have chosen for this analysis the EQE of the
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device prior to the deposition of the ARC. The solid circles are the experimental values, and the modeled
contributions of the different layers are represented by colored areas. To calculate the collection of
photocurrent we solved the one-dimensional continuity equations for minority carriers adapting the
approach proposed by Hovel 46 for single-junction solar cells to the layer structure of an HBTSC. The
calculation takes into account the multiple re�ections and interference of the light in the multilayer
structure. More details on the model are given in the Methods section and the parameters used to �t the
EQEs are given in Table 2. Figure 2e shows that a small but non-negligible portion of the photocurrent
originates in the base, and that it is collected by both junctions. The relatively thin emitter in this device
(485 nm) allows a clear identi�cation of the base contributions, which can be �nely �tted by choosing
suitable values of base minority carrier mobility and diffusion length (µB, LB). The possibility of e�ciently
collecting photogenerated carriers from the base will be relevant in the future design of compact, high-
e�ciency HBTSC structures.

 

Table 2. Fitting parameters for the EQE model shown in Figure 2e: layer thickness (d) extracted from
MOS and EQE �t, doping level (N) extracted from SIMS characterization, minority carrier diffusion
length (L), minority carrier mobility (µ) and equivalent surface recombination velocities (Seq) at the
front of the emitter and the rear of the collector.

  Emitter Base Collector

d [nm] 485 565 3000

N [cm-3] 4 × 1017 6 × 1018 5 × 1017

L [nm] 820 400 6000

µ [cm2 V-1 s-1] 35 300 200

Seq [cm s-1] 100 - 0

 

To characterize the operation of a three-terminal solar cell under AM1.5G illumination it is useful to
measure J on each junction as a function of both voltages, V top and V bot, and plot J and output power
(P) maps as the ones shown in Figure 3a. Such plots help identify the possible interaction between sub-
cells;17,23,39 a detailed description of how to interpret them is given in Warren et al. 35. In such graphs,
negligible cross-talk between cells results in J top and P top being invariant with respect to Vbot, i.e. the
contour lines would be perfectly vertical with our choice of axes. Similarly, negligible cross-talk leads to
the contour lines in our J bot and P bot plots being horizontal. And this is indeed the case in Figure 3a for
the V-V area between SC and OC, including the MPP (white cross), which corroborates that in our HBTSC
prototype cross-talk between junctions is negligible in photovoltaic operation under the AM1.5G
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spectrum. In this discussion we have ignored the effect of luminescent coupling, which in our device is
observed in the small increase in J bot when V top ≥ VOC

top (see the contour lines bending in the upper-

right corner of the Jbot and Pbot plots). Figure 3b shows a map of total device power (Ptotal) obtained from
the sum of the P maps in Figure 3a under AM1.5G spectrum. The maximum Ptotal is 27.8 ± 2.9%,
achieved for the MPP (0.82 V, 1.20 V), marked with a black cross. It must be remembered that for this
proof-of-concept device, to calculate the current density we have only considered the illuminated areas. 

 

Technology of the intermediate contact. From a technological point of view, the metallization of the base
contact could be seen as the Achilles’ heel of the HBTSC concept. For the contact to become ohmic,
especially if the semiconductor has a large band gap energy, an annealing process is required that
enables the diffusion of a metallic species, e.g. Zn, to increase the doping level locally. However, it is well-
known that annealing results in the formation of intermetallic compounds and strong diffusion of
undesired metallic species, e.g. Au, into the semiconductor layer, leading to the formation of point-defects
and even extended metal protusions.47,48 For this reason, solar cells made of III-V epitaxial materials
usually include a highly-doped contact layer over the window layer that serves as a buffer for the metal
diffusion. However, the epitaxial structure of an HBTSC cannot include a contact layer for the base
terminal. If the metal is deposited on top of the base layer and annealed, diffusion leads to the situation
illustrated in Figure 4a, which we will call a direct contact. We have circumvented this problem in our
prototypes by implementing the contact as illustrated in Figure 4b, which we will call a compensated
contact. In this strategy, the emitter is not fully removed, leaving a thin layer in which the n-doping is
compensated and exceeded by Zn atoms from the metallic layers that migrate during the annealing, so
that this semiconductor region behaves as a p-doped contact layer and the quality of the base layer is not
compromised.

To implement the compensated contact, we �rst estimated (see SI Section S8) from SIMS of test samples
that a thickness between 150 and 250 nm of n-type GaInP becomes p-type GaInP if we deposit an
Au/Zn/Au (15/40/500 nm) metal structure on top and apply high-temperature annealing (420 °C for 180
s). In our HBTSC prototypes, we partially etched the emitter at the base terminal location, leaving a 100
nm-thick layer, and applied the described recipe. Then, we isolated the contact with a second etch around
the metal pad. To fabricate the emitter contact, AuGe/Ni/Au (85/25/500 nm) were deposited by thermal
evaporation on top of the 250 nm-think contact layer and the same annealing was applied. Figures 4c
and 4d show cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of both contacts. In the
compensated base contact, a layer of intermetallic alloy was formed during annealing which did not
reach the base region, although it did consume a great part of the compensated layer, which was reduced
to less of its original thickness (blue colored region). Also, defects are visible in a region of the base layer
which is limited to the uppermost 250-300 nm.

Figure 4d illustrates the superior performance of compensated contacts compared to direct contacts. The
plot contains illumination J-V curves of the bottom junction of two HBTSC prototypes made from the
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same epitaxial structure, one fabricated with a direct contact on the base layer (red curves) and the other
with a compensated contact (blue curves). When measured with probes, the direct contact shows an
ohmic behavior at �rst, but it is unstable (solid red curve). The device quickly degrades if it is measured
repeatedly or when a micro-wire is bonded to the metallic layer applying ultrasounds and pressure (dotted
red curve). On the other hand, the compensated contact produces when measured with probes slightly
superior VOC and FF than the best curves obtained with direct contacts, and remains stable over time,
showing only a slight degradation after wire-bonding. Although Figure 4e demonstrates the viability of
the compensated contact solution, the SEM image suggests that the slightly lower VOC and FF observed
in the bottom junction of our prototype compared to state-of-the-art single-junction devices is probably
caused by damage induced in the annealing of the compensated contact, which will be optimized in
future prototypes.

 

Impact of series resistance. We discuss now another critical aspect in the design of an HBTSC, which is
the lateral series resistance of the base layer. Because the current circulating through both junctions
travels laterally along the base layer to reach the terminal, each junction suffers from the resistance loss
caused by the sum of both currents. The effect of this resistance can be seen in the illuminated J-V
curves plotted in Figure 5a, for a test device which was made from the same epitaxial structure used for
the HBTSC prototype characterized in Figure 2a, but with a different geometry that results in a higher
series resistance opposing the extraction of current through the base. The J-V-V plots can be found in the
SI, Section S11. The larger series resistance in this test device comes from the fact that the maximum
distance that majority carriers travel to reach the base terminal is 1.8 mm, to be compared to 0.6 mm in
the main HBTSC prototype. It has been shown that the effect of lateral series resistance in HBTSCs can
be minimized not only by reducing the current path, as we have done in the prototype presented here, but
also through other approaches, such as increasing the base thickness.32 The most effective strategy to
eliminate this problem in practical devices is to use an inverted epitaxial structure that enables the
fabrication of base contact �ngers located underneath the emitter contact �ngers.34 Those �ngers can be
separated by a distance comparable to the width of our proof-of-concept HBTSC prototype, and the series
resistance problem in the base can be treated like it is for conventional emitters.

In Figure 5a, it is apparent that there is cross-talk between junctions and, in particular, a degradation of
the J-V characteristics of both cells when the voltage of the not-measured cell is decreased from OC to
SC. Note that not only the FFs are affected, as in conventional solar cells, but also the VOCs, because at
this working point in our device current from the other junction can circulate through the base. These
voltage drops at VOC are 74 mV for the top junction and 51 mV for the bottom junction. We have modeled

the effect of a distributed lateral series resistance by applying the method described by Luque 49 to the
geometry of the test device, using a hole mobility in the base of 40 cm2 V-1 s-1 (in agreement with Ikeda
and Kaneko 50). We �nd that the difference between the modelled and measured voltage drops in OC is
less than ±13 mV (see SI Section S9), consistent with the argument that the base lateral resistance is the
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origin of the observed behavior. For the main HBTSC prototype characterized in Figure 2a, we �nd that
there are barely visible VOC drops of 9 and 6 mV when the not-measured junction is in SC, which are also
reproduced when we apply the series resistance model to the geometry of this base layer.

The voltage loss along the current extraction path can be visualized with the help of the photographs in
Figure 5. They show the main HBTSC prototype (Figure 5b) and the higher resistance test device (Figure
5c) photographed while a current is injected through their top junction terminals which is equivalent to
the respective short-circuit current under one-sun or three-suns illumination. The photographs show red
electroluminescence from the top GaInP junction. The device in Figure 5b produces electroluminescence
uniformly under the two injection levels, which re�ects that the QFL split is homogenous over the whole
emitter junction area. In the non-optimized device, the electroluminescence is slightly non-uniform at the
lower injection level. This effect is greatly ampli�ed at the higher injection level, for which we observe a
current crowding effect that points to a junction voltage that decreases as the distance to the base
terminal increases.

 

Outlook of the optimization of HBTSCs. We have seen that the performance of our proof-of-concept
HBTSC prototype is limited by the large areas where the emitter has been etched and by the damage
produced in the fabrication of the base contact. As mentioned before, in future devices an inverted
epitaxial structure can be used, so that the etching is performed through the collector layer and the base
contact �ngers can be located underneath the emitter contact �ngers.34 This strategy circumvents the
problem related to lateral series resistance, reduces the shadowing factor to the range which is
characteristic of two-terminal devices and enables the scalation of the HBTSC concept to larger areas.
Also, to avoid VOC and FF degradation, the performance of the compensated contact for the base terminal
can be further improved by implementing a more sophisticated metal structure that includes a diffusion
barrier, such as a Pd layer, on top of the Zn layer, so that Zn atoms still migrate and compensate the
underlying GaInP regions, while an excessive migration of Au atoms is prevented.

For the interconnection of 3T solar cells into modules, solutions based on voltage-matching have been
proposed,21,51 and in some cases experimentally tested.52,53 Although they are still under development,
these solutions have the potential to outperform 2T-based modules in terms of maximizing energy yield
21 and minimizing losses produced by power mismatch among cells 53 (e.g. partial shading of the
module). It has also been proposed the use of low input DC/DC converters to match the voltage of top
and bottom junctions with no current and voltage constraints.54 Finally, an approach that would be highly
compatible with present photovoltaic technology is to implement a 2T-3JSC comprising an HBTSC (e.g.
GaInP/GaAs) attached to, and series-connected to, a silicon bottom cell 55 (a schematic can be found in
the SI, Section S11). This architecture has a high AM1.5G detailed-balance e�ciency (43% for
GaInP/GaAs/Si), and despite being 2T, preserves to a great extent the tolerance towards non-optimum
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EGs and spectral changes typical of 3T architectures because it is based on a parallel/series

interconnection.55–57

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the operation of a three-terminal GaInP/GaAs HBTSC prototype with J-V curves
and EQEs comparable to state-of-the-art double-junction solar cells. The difference in output voltage
between the top and bottom junctions (380 mV in open circuit under AM1.5G illumination) and the fact
that the performance of one junction is independent of the working point of the other, con�rm the
practical feasibility of this new concept. The operation of the HBTSC relays on the counter-intuitive
possibility of using the transistor structure to produce a minority carrier QFL bending, achieving the most
compact double-junction device possible, with no isolating layer or tunnel junction between the two
junctions. We have also shown that the base layer (565 nm thick, highly-doped GaInP) produces
photocurrent that is collected by either junction, and have demonstrated the possibility to fabricate a
stable, ohmic contact for this layer. The AM1.5G e�ciency achieved by our proof-of-concept prototype is
(27.8 ± 2.9) % when it is scaled by the illumination areas. We have discussed the impact of lateral series
resistance in the base layer, which can compromise the independence of the junctions and degrade the
over-all performance of the HBTSC. This problem has been circumvented here by reducing the
dimensions of the proof-of-concept prototype, and it can be eliminated in future, large-area devices, with
the implementation of a metal grid on the rear of the base layer. Our results open the path to the
realization of three-terminal double-junction solar cells with a more compact semiconductor structure
than any multi-junction device reported before, which can be used to pursue high-e�ciency low-cost PV
technologies.

Methods
Device fabrication. Epitaxial growth on an n-doped (100) GaAs substrate was carried out at NREL in a
custom-built metal-organic chemical vapor deposition reactor. The substrate was miscut 2° toward
(111)B. Source gases included trimethylgallium, triethylgallium, trimethylindium, trimethylaluminum,
arsine and phosphine for the lattice atoms; dimethylhydrazine for the nitrogen in the front contact;
disilane, hydrogen selenide, diethylzinc and carbon tetrachloride for the dopants. All growth took place in
a puri�ed hydrogen carrier gas �owing at 6 lpm. The substrate was etched in NH4OH:H2O2:H2O (2:1:10)
for 2 minutes before growth and then loaded into the reactor. Growth began by heating to 700°C under an
arsine overpressure and deoxidizing the surface for 10 minutes, followed by 200 nm GaAs and 500 nm
AlGaAs seed layers. The temperature was then reduced to 650°C for the semiconductor structure; the
front contact layer was grown at 570°C. Growth rates ranged from 2-7 µm/hr and V/III ratios ranged from
10-500.

After growth, individual devices were fabricated at IES-UPM using maskless photolithography (SmartPrint
by SmartForce, with resist AZ 4562 by Microchemicals) in combination with wet etching, O2 plasma
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cleaning (femto PCCE by Diener), metal thermal evaporation (Vaksis with metals from Kurt-Lesker), and
thermal annealing (Solaris 75 by SSI). Selective contact layer etching was performed with
NH4OH:H2O2:H2O (2:1:10), 30 s at room temperature. Non-selective GaInP etches were carried out with
HCl 12M at a controlled temperature of 3 °C, reducing the etch rate to 10-20 nm/s. The metallizations are:
Au/Zn/Au 58 (15/40/500 nm) for the base contact, AuGe/Ni/Au 59 (85/25/500 nm) for the emitter
contact, and AuGe/Ni/Au 59 (85/25/300 nm) for the collector contact. All contacts were annealed at 420
°C in forming gas for 180 s. Devices were isolated with a mesa etch that reaches > 200 nm into the
collector layer.

Two batches were processed from the same epitaxial structure, each one containing 18 devices. All
devices were tested in the dark and under illumination with probes. Differences in device performance
within the same batch were observed which could be attributed to the non-uniformity of the GaInP etch.
The best three cells of each batch were cleaved and soldered with indium onto a direct bonded copper
(DBC) substrate and two gold wires with 25 µm diameter were bonded on each busbar by ultrasonic
welding. An anti-re�ection coating of MgF2/ZnS/MgF2 (5/23/82 nm) was deposited by e-beam
evaporation. Devices were stored in normal lab conditions and no degradation was observed over several
months of measurements.

Device characterization. EQEs were measured using a lock-in ampli�er (Stanford Research SR830)
equipped with a transimpedance pre-ampli�er (Stanford Research SR570). The light source was a
stabilized 100 W quartz tungsten halogen lamp, and the wavelength was selected by a grating
monochromator (Cornerstone 260, Newport) equipped with order sorting �lters and the slits adjusted to
produce a spectral dispersion of 3 nm at the blazing wavelength. No bias light was used for the not-
measured junction. To obtain the absolute EQE, the spectral power density of the setup was determined
using a NIST-calibrated silicon detector (Newport STPVCERT). Because the HBTSC prototype has a region
where the emitter has been etched, it was necessary to compare two devices of different geometry to
extract an EQE which is representative of the intact layer structure (plotted in Figure 2d and Figure 2e).
This is explained in more detail in the SI, Section S4.

Area measurements were obtained from microphotographs. The area uncertainties are given in the SI,
Section S3. They are determined by the irregularity of the etch walls, particularly the GaInP etch.

J-V curves were measured using source-measure units (B2901A, Keysight). Employing two units, current
maps such as the ones plotted in Figure 3a can be performed by sweeping V top and V bot simultaneously.
Each sweep covered a range of 1.5 V and included 50 points, spaced following a logarithmic series so
that the density is higher around MPP and VOC. The integration time was 0.08 s (4 power-line cycles at 50
Hz) and the scan speed  0.35 V/s. From those maps, J-V curves of either junction such as the ones
depicted in Figure 2a, can be easily extracted.

A LED-based sun simulator (LS-2, Wavelabs) was used as illumination source for the J-V-V maps. The
simulator produces a factory-calibrated AM1.5G spectrum 60 with AAA quality and a one-Sun irradiance
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of 100 mW∙cm-2. The irradiance was �ne adjusted by tweaking the distance between the LED plane and
the sample platform using a calibrated Si solar cell (Newport SRC-1000-TC-K-QZ-N). It was veri�ed that
the difference between the short-circuit currents produced by the HBTSC under the solar simulator after
this calibration and the values obtained from the integration of the respective experimental absolute
EQEs over the AM1.5G spectrum was < 5%. Then, to correct for spectral mismatch the intensity of the
LEDs closest in energy to the EG of GaInP and GaAs was �ne tuned to match the photocurrents of either
junction simultaneously to the values obtained from the EQEs integrated over the AM1.5G spectrum. The
HBTSC device was measured in open air on a vacuum hold-down stage and kept at 25 °C with a closed-
loop temperature controller. No hysteresis was observed in the J-V curves. The main components in the
e�ciency uncertainty (  10%) are the area measurement error (up to 7%) and, to a lesser extent, the long-
term instability of the solar simulator power density over the long measurement of J-V-V maps (2%).

The J-V curves of the bottom junction showed luminescent coupling, but the EQEs obtained with the
described setup when the non-measured junction was in SC and OC were identical. An additional
measurement of the EQE was performed using the LED-based solar simulator by powering one
wavelength at a time. In this measurement, shown in the SI Section S6, the EQE of the bottom junction is
slightly higher in the < 700 nm wavelength range when the top cell is in OC than when it is in SC. This is
consistent with the presence of photon coupling, which is observed only under su�cient illumination of
the top junction. In the EQE measurement with the LED simulator the illumination density is ~80 mW per
wavelength, whereas in the measurement with the monochromator it is < 0.1 mW∙cm2∙nm-1. When
measuring the AM1.5G J-V curves under the solar simulator our correction for spectral mismatch based
on the integration of the EQE was not affected by luminescent coupling because it was performed when
both cells were in SC.

Theoretical modelling. To model the EQE, we �rst calculated the photon �ux at different depths inside the
structure by applying the generalized matrix method as described by E. Centurioni, 61 with refractive
indexes taken from Aspnes et al.62 and Ochoa-Martínez et al.63 In this context, the photon �ux at a given
point x is the total fraction of photons from an arbitrary initial �ux impinging the front of the structure
that propagate through point x, including photons that have been re�ected at the interfaces and taking
into account their interference. The wavelength-dependent light �ux at the interfaces between layers is
particularly important because it will be used in the EQE model. From this calculation it is also possible to
obtain the integrated absorptance of each layer, which is shown in the SI, Section S5. Then, to calculate
the collection of photocurrent we solved the one-dimensional continuity equations for minority carriers
assuming low-injection and quasi-neutrality, adapting the approach proposed by Hovel 46 for single-
junction solar cells to the layer structure of an HBTSC. The minority carrier continuity equations were
solved at the borders of each semiconductor region, obtaining the density of excess carriers (Δn)
photogenerated from the absorption of the light �ux at that point with a speci�c wavelength (λ). The EQE
was then calculated from the equation  , where D is the minority carrier diffusion constant, and x0 is the

position of the layer border. The equations were solved symbolically, not numerically, using the Sympy 64
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Python library in the open-source Jupyter Notebook 65 environment. Our code for solving the minority
carrier continuity equations in the HBTSC is available in GitHub.66

The effect of the base lateral series resistance on the J-V curves was modelled by applying the method
described by A. Luque 49 to the geometry of our devices. In this method, a lumped resistance expression
is obtained for those elements of the device that have a distributed resistance (emitter, base, front metal
grid, etc.) through the calculation of the power dissipated in them. The equations are given in the SI,
Section S9.
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S1: Complete layer structure and doping pro�ling (SIMS)

S2: Supplementary band diagrams

S3: Device geometry and e�ciency calculations

S4: Supplementary EQE data

S5: Modelling of optical absorption

S6: Supplementary characterization of luminescent coupling

S7: Dark J-V curves

S8: SIMS pro�le of compensated contact

S9: Series resistance model

S10: Voltage maps of the test device

S11: 2T HBTSC-on-Si architecture
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Figure 1

Description of the HBTSC concept and the fabricated prototype. Main semiconductor regions in the
structure of a 2T-2JSC (a), a 3T-2JSC with an intermediate conductive layer (b), and the HBTSC device
demonstrated in this work (c). d, Schematic cross-section of the GaInP/GaAs HBTSC prototype. e,
Photograph of the HBTSC prototype contacted by wire-bonding. The dashed (dotted) rectangle marks the
bottom (top) junction area. Scale bar is 500 µm long.
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Figure 2

Characterization of the HBTCS prototype as solar cell. a, J-V curves of both junctions under simulated
AM1.5G spectrum (the area considered is the illuminated area of each junction). A dotted (solid) line
means that the other junction was in OC (at the MPP or SC) when the curve was measured. MPPs of the
curves plotted with solid lines are marked with circles. The VOC values in the inset correspond to the
characterization when the junction that is not being measured is at the MPP. b- c, Ideal band diagram of
an HBTSC in equilibrium (b) and under illumination and a voltage bias V (c). EF is the Fermi level, and
EF,e and EF,h are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels under illumination. EG,H and EG,L are the high-
and low band-gap energies (in our case, the EG’s of GaInP and GaAs). d, Experimental EQEs of both
junctions. The EQEs are representative of a region of the cell where the bottom junction is fully covered by
the top junction. e, Experimental EQEs of the HBTSC prior to the deposition of the ARC (solid circles)
together with the modeled EQE (colored areas). The window and emitter layers contribute to the EQE of
the top junction, and the collector layer to the bottom junction. The modelling shows that the base layer
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contributes with two EQE components (green and yellow areas), which are collected by the top and
bottom junctions, respectively.

Figure 3

Three-terminal characterization of the HBTSC prototype under simulated AM1.5G spectrum. a, upper two
plots: J measured through each junction as a function of the top junction bias (V top) and the bottom
junction bias (V bot). The MPP is marked by a white cross. Lower two plots: Same for the output power
(P). b, Total HBTSC e�ciency as a function of V top and V bot.
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Figure 4

Compensated base contact. a-b, Comparison between the fabrication of a direct contact (a), where the
metal particles diffuse strongly into the base layer during annealing, and a compensated contact (b)
where a portion of the emitter is not removed before depositing the metal and it becomes compensated
during the annealing. c-d, Cross-sectional SEM images of a compensated base contact (c) and an emitter
contact (d). Scale bar is 1 µm long. The original thickness of the compensated portion of the emitter
below the base metallization and the contact layer below the emitter metallization were 100 nm and 250
nm, respectively, before the metal was evaporated and annealed. e, AM1.5G J-V curves of the bottom
junction of two HBTSC prototypes made of the same epitaxial structure (this structure has thinner emitter
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and collector layers than the one used in Figure 2a, which explains the lower photocurrent). Blue lines
correspond to a device with compensated base contacts and the red line to a device with direct base
contacts. A dashed line means the measurement was taken with probes, and a solid line means it was
performed after bonding micro-wires on to the metal.

Figure 5
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Effect of lateral series resistance. a, AM1.5G J-V curves of an HBTSC test device made with the same
epitaxial structure as the one characterized in Figure 2a, but with a higher series resistance opposing the
extraction of current through the base. VOCs decrease by 74 mV in the top junction and 51 mV in the
bottom junction when changing the working point of the not-measured junction from OC to SC. b-c,
Micrographs showing red electroluminescence from the GaInP top junction. The main HBTSC prototype
(b) emits uniform light when a current equivalent to one-sun or three-suns photogeneration is injected,
whereas the higher resistance test device (c) shows a current crowding effect at the base contact when
the injected current is equivalent to three-suns. Scale bars are 500 µm long.
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